The SP-01 speaker phone for JA-60GSM
The SP-01 allows a central monitoring station operator to talk and listen to the monitored premises. The SP01 should be connected to the simulated telephone line connector in the JA-63KRG control panel - via the
provided cable. These features are available via JA-60GSM firmware version FJ61409, JA-63 control panel
firmware version GK61009 or JA-65 version FM61117.

Hereby, Jablotron Ltd., declares that this SP-01 is in compliance with the essential requirements and other
relevant provisions of Directive 89/336/EC.
Original of the conformity assessment can be found at the web page www.jablotron.com, section Technical
support.
Programming the control panel for the SP-01:
The speaker phone will automatically answer phone calls coming from authorized telephone numbers. To
authorize a phone number for voice communication, enter # after the last digit when you program the
telephone numbers recognized by the GSM communicator. If you are using an alarm system keypad for
programming enter:
7t xxxx…x F8 F0
where:
t
xxxx…x
F8
F0

is the telephone number memory location from 1 to 8
is a telephone number. For example 123 456 789
represents #
stores the number to memory

After control panel programming has been completed and the GSM communicator has connected
itself to the GSM network, you can call the SP-01 from an authorized number. After your phone call
has been answered by the system you can talk to the premises. Using the keys on your phone you
can switch the direction of simplex communication by pressing:
1
2
5
0

Toggles direction i.e. Talk - Listen – Talk - …
Talk mode
Listen mode
End of communication (or simply hang up)

Notes:

Voice communication from an authorized phone number automatically restores armed alarm mode in
the system – the siren sound stops and the system will stay armed (if it was armed before).



If no phone number is authorized (by using #), the SP-01 will answer phone call from any phone
number.



Be careful when testing the SP-01 function - there can be unpleasant acoustic feedback if you are close
to the SP-01 with your phone.

Note: Although this product does not contain any harmful materials we suggest you to
return the product to the dealer or directly to the producer after usage.
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